GRANDSTAND (CONT.)
REPORT FROM TORQUAY V. BURY
By Kenneth Wolstenholme
RUGBY LEAGUE CUP DRAW
By Eddie Waring (From Leeds studio)
CRICKET REPORT
By Brian Johnson (From Trinidad)
TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
SOCCER
Commentator: Kenneth Wolstenholme
RUGBY UNION
Commentator: Cliff Morgan
RACING - ARSENAL
Reporter: Julian Wilson
VTR INSERTS (VITV/6LS/4364L)
MOTO-CROSS
Commentator: 13'38''
RUGBY UNION
Commentator: Bill McLaren
00'42''
FACILITIES
Telephone Reports:
Hayters
D. Lowe
Stewart and Hartley
D. Weatherall
Botting, Turner
Sport Action

STILLS
FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 27' Sound 16 mm (Titles)
690' Sound 16 mm (Cricket)
112' Sound 16 mm (Cricket)
51' Sound 16 mm (Soccer)
35' Sound 16 mm (Soccer)

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 105' Silent 16 mm (Rugby Union)
216' Silent 16 mm (Racing)

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Signature tune (begin and end)
News Scoop (Len Stevens)
Symphony orchestra

Harmonic CEL 363b
00'13''
00'12''

17.02.10-17.14.45 See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shott, Meldrum, Thrumster, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland

17.03.50-17.14.14 See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry

17.14.30 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.14.48 TR/ DR. WHO & SERIAL 'ER' EPISODE ONE (29/1/7/5238)
(Televised on 24.2.1968 - VITV/6LS/43513)
Produced by Peter Bryant
Directed by Hugh David
Authors: Vincent Pemberton
Cast:
Dr. Who..............Patrick Troughton
Jamie..................Fraser Hines
Victoria...............Deborah Watling
DR. WHO (CONT.)

Cast (CONT.)

Robson.......................... Victor Maddern
Harris............................ Roy Spencer
Price............................. Graham Leaman
Guard (Voice only)............. Peter Durrow
Maggie Harris.................... June Murphy
Carney............................ John Gervin
Chief Engineer................. Hubert Rees
Van Lutens....................... John Abineri
Chief Baker...................... Richard Mayes
Quill................................ Bill Burridge
Walk-ons........................ Robert Pierson
Bill Straiton
Vic Taylor
Bobby Beaumont
Derek Chaffer
Charles Finch

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES

Patrick Troughton
Deborah Watling
Frasier Hines

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM

Footage: 19½ Sound 16 mm

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT

Footage: 208½ Sound 16 mm

MUSIC ON TAPE

RON GRAINER AND MUSICIANS

Signature tune (Beg. and end)

00'13.3" Ron Grainger MS

00'13.7"

MUSIC DUBBED TO TAPE

LUCY SIMPSON AND ORCHESTRA

Incidental music

05'1'11" D. Simpson MS

CLOCK/NARRATION

17.40.00

NEWS

Read by Richard Baker (SNF)

(10'05")

TAP

REPORT FROM WASHINGTON ON R. KENNEDY
By Gerald Priestland (SNF)

01'07"

MUSIC DUBBED TO FILM

LANSDOWNE LIGHT ORCHESTRA

Signature tune

Newroco 1 00'10"

S. Campbell Inter-Art
17:15:52 T/R  DR. WHO NO. 2 (23/1/79239) 
Produced by Peter Bryant 
Directed by Hugh David 
Author: Victor Pemberton 
Cast: 
Dr. Who.................................................Patrick Troughton 
Victoria................................................Deborah Watling 
Jamie....................................................Frazer Hines 
Robson.....................................................Victor Laddorn 
Van Lutyens...........................................John Abinori 
Harris......................................................Roy Sponor 
Maggie Harris.........................................Juno Murphy 
Chief Engineer.........................................Hubert Roos 
Price......................................................Graham Leeman 
Oak..........................................................John Gill 
Quill.......................................................Bill Durridge 
Non-Speaking..........................................Robert Pearson 
Rilla Straithon 
Vic Taylor 
Jules Finch 
Dorothy Document 
Derek Chaffey 

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM 
Footage: 13' silent 16mm 

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT 
Footage: 46' sound 16mm 

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND MUSICIANS 
Signature tune: 
Dr. Who 
00'120" Ron Grainer M1 
00'150" 

DUDLEY SIMPSON 
Links 
00'130" Dudley Simpson M3 

17:39:00 
CLOCK/NARRATION 
TRAIL: MENU EVENING TIMES (00'31") 
Narration by Richard Debb 

17:40:00 
NEWS 
Read by Michael Sullivan (SNF) (09'06") 

TAPE 4/P/4790 
REPORT FROM WASHINGTON ON THE RECALL OF GENERAL WESTMORELAND 
by Gerald Priestland 
MUSIC DUBBED ON TAPE 
LANDOCKE LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
Signature tune: 
Newroom One 
00'110" S. Campbell Inter-Art 

17:49:06 
SYMBOL/NARRATION/THUNDERMAN
17:04:30-
17:16:00
See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotta, Meldrun, Thruster, Orkney, Rosmarkie, Shetland

17:04:41-
17:16:14
See separate sheet for: Diviah, Londonderry

17:15:16
SYNOD/NARRATION
TRAILER NEWS TIME (09'47")
Narration by Richard Balb

17:16:00 Z/R
DR. WHO 'K9' NO. 3 (23/4/77/5210)
Produced by Peter Bryant
Directed by Hujo David
Author: Victor Pemberton
Guest-
Dr. Who: Patrick Troughton
Ribbons: Victor Maddern
Van Lutens: John Abineri
Chief Engine: Hubert Rees
Jamie: Fraser Hines
Victoria: Deborah Watling
Harris: Roy Spencer
Maggie Harris: June Murphy
Oak: John Gill
Price: Graham Iacon
Quill: Bill Burridge
Non-Speaking: Bill Straton
Robert Pearson
Vis Taylor
Charles Finlay
Derek Chivers
Bobby Beaumont

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Patrick Troughton
Fraser Hines
Deborah Watling
June Murphy
Victor Maddern

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 13' silent 16mm
126' silent 16mm

MUSIC DUBBED
RCW GRAINTER AND MUSICIANS
Signature tune:
Dr. Who: 00:30
Ron Grainter

MUSIC ON TAPE
UDLEY SIMPSON
Signature tune: Dudley Simpson
### FACILITIES
- Telephoned reports:
  - Denis Lowe
  - W. Comanay
  - Chadwick
  - Bayer
  - Orton
  - Midland News Agency
  - Saters
  - Raymond
  - Central Press
  - Sport Action

### FILM SEQUENCES USED
- **BBC STOCK FILM**
  - Footage: 22' Sound 16 mm (Titles)
  - 15' Sound 16 mm (Titles)
  - 13' Sound 16 mm (Rugby League)
  - 28' Sound 16 mm (Soccer)
  - 50' Sound 16 mm

- **BBC SPECIALLY SHOT**
  - Footage: 396' Sound 16 mm

### RECORD DUBBED TO FILM
- Signature tune (Bag. and and)
- News Scoop (L. Stevens)
- Symphonica Orchestra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:02:30-17:15:00</td>
<td>See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotta, Meldrum, Thrustaw, Orkney, Rosenarke, Shetland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:02:50-17:15:40</td>
<td>See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:14:45</td>
<td><strong>SYMBOL/NARRATION/CAPTIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Produced by Peter Bryant
- Directed by Hugh David
- Authors: Victor Pemberton

---

Dr. Who: Patrick Troughton
Robson: Victor Maddern
Price: Graham Leanen
Van Luyens: John Abineri
Chief Engineer: Hubert Hess
Harris: Roy Spencer
17.39.29 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.39.54 FILM THE MONKEYS: THE MONKEYS MIND THEIR MANOR (16/1/7/1100)
SOURCE: Screen Gems
FOOTAGE: 900' 16 mm
First transmission

18.03.53 CLOCK/NARRATION/VERT TRAIL: EUROVISION SONG CONTEST
MUSIC ON VTR
CHIEF RICHARD (VOCAL) AND ORCHESTRA
Congratulations
00'56" Williams Rondor Music

18.05.00 NEWS
Read by Robert Dougall (SCF)
MUSIC DUBBED TO FILM
LANDOWNE LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Signature tune
Newmarket 1 00'10" S. Campbell Inter-Art
GRANDSTAND (CONT.)

FACILITIES
Stills: Sootsman
Sport and General
Central Press
Ed Lacey
UEPA
Independent Newspapers Dublin

Late R.U. Results: Hills Walsh Press

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 221 Sound 16 mm (Titles)
16mm Sound 16 mm (Titles)
52mm Sound 16 mm (Soccer)
35mm Sound 16 mm (Soccer)

BBC SPECIAL SHOT
Footage: 510mm Sound 16 mm (Tennis)

RECORD DURNED TO FILM
Signature tune
News B.ophon (Len Stevens)
Symphonie Orchestra

HARMONIC CEL 385B
00'36"
00'27"

17:04:35-17:14:40
See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Melrurn, Thurston, Orkney,
Rosemarkie, Shetland

17:04:50-17:15:30
See separate sheet for: Divit, Londoanny

17:14:30 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17:15:39 T/R DR. WHO - EPISODE 5 (23/4/7/9212) A++
(Televised on 23.3.1968 - VTR/6IT/4214)
Produced by Peter Bryant
Directed by Hugh David
Author: Victor Pemberton
Cast:-
Dr. Who................Patrick Troughton
Price................Graham Leeman
Harris................Roy Spencer
Megan Jones..........Margaret John
Perkins..............Brian Cullingford
Victoria...............Deborah Watling
Oak....................John Gill
Quill..................Bill Burrridge
Janie..................Fraser Hines
Robson...............Victor Maddern
Chief engineer.......Robert Beaz
Walloons..............Bill Stevens
Bill Straton
Robert Pearson
Vio Taylor
Charles Finoc
Bobby Beaumont

Continued
DR. WHO (CONT.)
TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Victor Maddern
Deborah Watling
Patrick Troughton
Fraser Hines
Walk-ons: Bill Stradon
Robert Pearson

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM:
Footage: 13" Sound 16 mm (Opening titles)
BBC SYMPHONIC SHOT:
Footage: 213" Sound 16 mm
MUSIC ON FILM:
RON GRAINGER AND MUSICIANS
Signature tune (beg. and end.)
00'20"
R. Grainger
00'15"
MUSIC ON TAPE:
DUDLEY SIMPSON AND MUSICIANS
Incidental music
(To Follow)
D. Simpson

17.39.19 SYMBOL/NARRATION
VTR TRAIL (Details to follow)

17.40.11 FILM THE MONKEES: MONKEES IN PARIS (16/7/1/1100)
SOURCE: Screen Gems
FOOTAGE: 905' 16 mm
First transmission

18.04.19 SYMBOL/NARRATION
TRAIL (Details to follow)

18.5.00 NEWS
Read by Robert Dougall (SNP)
ACTUALITY MUSIC ON FILM
PEOPLE ON THE ALDERMaston MARCH
We Shall Overcome 00'20" (No further details obtainable)
MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM:
LANSDOWNE LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Signature tune
Newsroom I 00'10" S. Campbell Inter-art

18.13.45 WEATHERMAN/TRAIL
SYMBOL/NARRATION (Details to follow)

18.15.58 IKE TIME (12/1/2/1189)
(Details to follow)
SYMBOL/ALTERATION/CAPTIONS

17.15-21 T/B DR. WHO NO. 6 (23/1/7/2243) (Tolerecorded on 29/3/7/2243 - VTH/6124/4,2/148)

Produced by Peter Bryant

Directed by Hugh David

Authors: Victor Pemberton

Cast:

Dr. Who ........................................... Patrick Troughton
Robson ........................................... Victor Maddern
Jamie ............................................. Fraser Hines
Victoria .......................................... Deborah Watling
Harris ............................................. Roy Spencer
Megan Jones .................................... Margaret John
Perkins ........................................... Brian Cullingford
Price ............................................. Graham Leeman
Chief Engineer ................................. Hubert Rees
Maggie Harri .................................... June Murphy
Non-Speaking: ................................. Terry Nelson
Bobby Beaumont ................................. Charles Finch
Vic Taylor ................................. Michael Durham
Roy Pears

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES

Victor Maddern
Patrick Troughton
Fraser Hines
Deborah Watling
Hubert Rees
Graham Leeman
Roy Spencer
June Murphy
Keith Sisson
Non-Speaking:
Bobby Beaumont
Terry Nelson
Bill Stratten
Robert Pearson
Wallace Wilding
Mike Smith
Tom Wadden
Margaret John
Brian Cullingford

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM

Footage 13" silent 16mm
BBC SPECIALY SHOT

Footage 368 sound 16mm

MUSIC

RON GRAINGER AND MUSICIANS

"Signature tune"

Dr. Who

00:120* Ron Grainer

Photograph 00:155*

MUSIC ON TAPE

J. DUDLEY SIMPSON AND MUSICIANS

"Specially Composed music"

00:114* R. Grainer

00:15*